The data conundrum

Finding your path with data
analytics
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Disclaimer:
Certain matters reviewed today may represent services that PwC may be prohibited from providing to our audit clients.
In those instances, the information is being provided to inform you of options that you may want to consider as you
evaluate the solution described on today’s webcast. Independence rules are complex and we recommend to discuss all
services with you in advance within the context of the independence rules. The information contained in this document
is provided 'as is', for general guidance on matters of interest only. PricewaterhouseCoopers is not herein engaged in
rendering legal, accounting, tax, or other professional advice and services. Before making any decision or taking any
action, you should consult a competent professional adviser.
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Administrative matters
•

For better viewing experience, close all other applications

•

For better sound quality, use headphones

•

To enlarge the slides click the bottom right corner of the slide window
and drag to the desired size or click the green maximize button at the top
right of the slide window

•

To download today’s presentation, click on the “Resources” widget at the
bottom of the screen

•

Submit questions any time during the session using the “Q&A” window
on the left side of your screen

•

If you experience any technical difficulties during the polling
sessions, reply to the question in the “Q&A” window and include the
poll number
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CPE credit
In order to receive 1 CPE credit for this program, you must:
•

Stay on for the entire 60 minute program

•

Respond to the polling questions – you will be prompted to do so and
need to respond to 4 questions

•

Click the “CPE” widget upon conclusion of the webcast, located at the
bottom of your screen, then follow the subsequent prompts to download
your certificate. The certificate will open as a PDF file in Adobe Acrobat and
can be saved to your computer

•

CPE cannot be awarded for participants not logged on to this webcast as
themselves, phone-only participants, or participants who view the ondemand version. No exceptions.
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What are we hearing?
2013 PwC State of the Profession Survey

Analytics
are widely
viewed as
important

81%
Data analytics are
important to improving
the quantification of issues

Yet few
are using
analytics
regularly

31%
Data analytics are used
regularly
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85%
Data analytics are
important to strengthening
audit coverage

And most
intend to,
yet lack a
plan

74%
Data analytics are
important to gaining a
better understanding of
risks

71%
Plan to expand use of data
analytics but do not have a well
developed plan
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What are our clients saying?

“My audit budget is finite, yet I am expected to increase coverage
“Our auditors spend too much time on non-value-added activities
“We are missing the wood for the trees
“We need to fundamentally improve audit quality and value
“We can’t hire or keep the best people
“We need to better align with compliance and risk

“We need to better understand risk
PwC
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Characteristics of analytics today
Analytics: discovery and communication of
meaningful patterns in data

Big data: collection of large and
complex data sets
Data

Visualization

Trending &
comparisons

Financial, Operational
Unstructured, IT System
External

Speed and portability:
available anytime, anywhere

Dashboarding
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Demonstration: Procure to Pay
Building analytics requires a methodical, risk-based approach

1

Understand
Process and
Data
Bridging the gap between IT
and Business

Work with the client
technology, business and
audit team to understand
related business process
and associated data

PwC
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3
Risk
Assessment
Profile Analytics

Identify risks in the process
and indicators of areas
where Internal Audit can
conduct further inquiry

4
Controls
Testing

Results
Delivery

Rules-based Analytics

Dynamic Dashboarding

Develop rules-based testing
to test for specific controls
identified in the first two
areas

Collaborate with the client to
finalize the results for ease
of use and through
documentation and training
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Technology is changing how we audit…
Emerging Trends

Data Discovery
and
Presentation

Gaining effective insight
through advances in
visualization capabilities
(“Audit by sight”)

Agile Analytics

Alternative modeling and
analytic techniques that can
tackle audit objectives in hours
instead of weeks

Unstructured
Data
Integration
Enhanced
Audit
Management
PwC

Emerging methods to collect,
organize, structure and search
massive amounts of data not
found in traditional databases
Collaborative project
management technology
integrated into audit planning,
execution, and reporting

Audit Application

Increased Risk Coverage

Efficient Audit Cycle Time

Insight in Real-time or
“Right-time”

Manage Risk / Return

Build a Learning
Organization
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Why is this so important today?
Company expectations: Maximizing the use of technology to increase
coverage, quality and business impact, while managing a finite audit budget
Competitive landscape: Competitors continue to strengthen their
capabilities and seek new talent
Value/Relationship: Insights open the door for deeper discussion on issues
and develop/strengthen relationships
Talent development and appeal: Effective integration of analytics will
strengthen the business skills of auditors
Audit/Business coordination: Innovation and resulting methods could be
ultimately transitioned into the business
Regulatory expectations: Audit needs to get stronger assurance and
quantifiable results
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Polling Question #1
My company is in the following sector :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

PwC

Financial Services
Health Industries
Energy
Retail / Consumer / Manufacturing
Technology
Other
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The foundation for data analytics in Internal Audit
Business Profiling and
Audit Intelligence
Risk Attribute Sampling

Process and Control
Validation
Data Testing

Scenario Modeling

Presentation
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Profiling business units and auditable entities using
quantitative metrics
Identifying anomalies and patterns in high-risk
transactions
100% coverage / end-to-end testing

Testing completeness and integrity of data by
integrating disparate data sources
Complex modeling of processes using business
requirements or independent sources
Summarizing key issues to stakeholders and
creating operationalized interfaces to review
findings on a periodic basis
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Applicable across the Internal Audit lifecycle

PwC

Initiation

• Value driver analysis
• Enterprise risk assessment
• Risk monitoring

Planning

• Project risk assessment
• Audit scope and plan

Execution

• Compliance audits
• Multi-unit auditing
• Financial audits

Reporting

• Audit reports
• Executive reports
• Issues dashboard
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Continuous risk assessment
Using analytics to review risk metrics and trends throughout the audit year
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Polling Question #2
What are the biggest challenges to sustaining an effective
Internal Audit Analytics program?
a) Acquiring deep analytical skills and capabilities

b) Adopting an effective structure
c) Developing a sustainable methodology and process
d) Selecting the right tools and technologies

PwC
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Audit analysis & reporting

What is the distribution of
risk and audit coverage
historically?

What is the current risk
and audit coverage
distribution for 2013?

Are there any patterns in
issues between time
geographies and risk?

Are there historical areas
with high number of
issues with low coverage?

Is there a correlation
between number of issues
and hours spent in
business lines of an audit?

Are there opportunities to
shift coverage based on
risks?

PwC
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Insurance Example: Agent Licensing
Using analytics to review agent licenses and approvals for states in which they are writing
business
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Payer Example: Membership Enrollment
Member risk levels can be displayed to highlight those that are risky, based on the DRGs
identified as high risk

PwC
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Banking Example: Mortgage Lending
Using analytics to identify unfair lending practices
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Example: Sales Commissions
Using analytics to review contract behavior focusing on commission breakpoints

Turpis Institute

Mauris Industries
Nulla At Sem Inc.
Lorem Ipsum Inc.
Ac Risus Morbi LLC
Nec Leo Morbi Company
Ornare Lectus Justo LLC
Magna A LLP
Morbi LLP
Duis Cursus LLC
Amet Massa Quisque Company
Blandit At Nisi Associates
Quis Tristique Ac Company
Risus Nulla Eget Company
Elementum LLC
Iaculis Quis LLC
Donec Consectetuer PC
Egestas Duis Ac Incorporated
Molestie Tellus LLC
Aliquam Gravida Mauris Consulting
Quis Incorporated
Hendrerit Associates
Lobortis Corporation
Velit Inc.
Sapien Company
Purus Maecenas Foundation
Elit Etiam Laoreet Incorporated
Metus Vitae PC
Vitae Aliquam Eros Corp.
Sed Company
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Example: AML
Using analytics to review data quality, perform end-to-end testing, and review SAR
activity
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Capital Markets Example: Cancels and Corrects
Using analytics to review trading activities for abusive behavior

PwC
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Challenges Facing CAEs
Chief Audit Executives (CAEs) are faced with several challenges

• Where do I start?
• What technologies do I need to consider?
• What are the best practices for integrating analytics?

• What pitfalls do I need to avoid?
• What are my competitors doing?
• What changes do I need to make to my resource plan?

• What does a successful pilot look like?

PwC
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The future state vision
Before

Element

After

Analytics is an after thought

IA methodology

Analytics integrated into each stage of the
audit process and methodology

Bias for process & control analysis
over data analysis

Auditor behaviors

Continuously conduct data-centric
analyses, testing and visualizations

Inconsistent analytical skills and knowledge

Auditor skills

Evaluate and synthesize
vast amounts of data

Every team for themselves

Support

Core analytics Center of Excellence

Inconsistent standards and archiving of
analytics tools and templates

Availability

Consistently structured analytics store

Limited use of internal structured data

Data

Analyses leverage internal and
external "big data"

Data analysis primarily with aging toolsets

Technology

Range of data discovery and visualization
tools

PwC
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Where are you today?
Assess your current maturity level and determine a path forward
Level 5
Transformational
Level 4

Data Analytics Maturity

Embedded
Level 3
Integrated
Level 2
Consistent
Level 1
Relevant
• Limited but growing
capabilities

• Capabilities used to drive
audits

• Capability limited to
very few individuals

• Ad hoc activities resulting
in unpredictable and
inefficient performance

• Defined goals and
standardized processes
and tools

• Inconsistent
effectiveness

• Success based on
individual competence

Level 0
Initial / Developing

• Limited audit or
business value

Low

Low
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• Capabilities developed
and adopted

• Capabilities are well
developed and practiced
with appropriate
governance
• Data sources are readily
available

• Analytics risk models
being adopted by the
business

• Scale is achieved for
• Analytics changing auditor
department specific teams behaviors
• Improvement
methodologies are
implemented
• Monitoring occurring for
metrics and controls

• New value propositions
• Alignment and crossleverageable platform
across lines of defense

• Game changing to audit
delivery and value

• Activities begin to
become repeatable and
CM metrics are
developed
• Core analytics skillsets
within 5-10% of
department

Industry current state
Audit and business impact

High
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Core components of a data analytics Internal Audit
program
Organizational
structure

Build talent within the Internal
Audit function and core data
analytics team vital to the
sustainability of a high
performing culture.

Vision

Recruiting
& training

Structure for establishing
ownership and accountability
across the Internal Audit function
including core analytics, IT audit,
business audit.

Acceptance

Methodology

Change
Mandate

Defined technology platform
provides advanced analytics
capabilities including ETL, data
storage, workflow, and
visualization/predictive techniques.
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Infrastructure
& tools

Design of audit methods that
consistently embed analytics
in the risk assessment, audit
testing, and continuous
monitoring process for
business and IT audit.

Funding

Relationships

Process

Analytics are executed against
defined process and quality
standards that result in
repeatable and sustainable
procedures.
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Polling question #3

In choosing a pilot for IA Analytics we have or plan
to focus on a:
a. financial process (e.g. Revenue, Expenses, Sales)
b. operational process (e.g. Call center, HR, fraud)
c. compliance issue (e.g. FCPA, BSA/AML, Fair lending)
d. multi-unit audit selection and scoping (e.g. store audits,
sales subsidiaries)
e. continuous risk assessment

f. none of the above

PwC
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Analytics core competencies
The following flow represents how to build Internal Audit analytics centered around
3 core competencies and continuous execution

01

Information
Management

Review and identify data sources
between source systems,
reporting data and application
level data

04

Analytics
Skills and
Tools

PwC

Define Organization

Define concentric circles of core
team, analytics champion and
department wide skill set uplift
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Data-Oriented
Culture

Identify Data Sources

Develop Methodology

Develop execution and quality
standards for analytics across
audit planning and controls testing

02

Define Frequency

Define data source required on an
on-going basis (daily, monthly,
quarterly) and data needed for
one time needs

05

Choose Technologies

Review of and identify data
sources between source systems,
reporting data and application
level data

08

Enablement

Ensure technology tools within
department align to methodology
and support ability to track
methodology adherence

03

Repeatability

Develop both manual and
automated processes to reduce
burden in gathering data

06

Create Training

Create programs and incentives
to develop analytical mindset and
competencies across organization

09

Share Wins

Define ‘success metrics’ and
communicate and share wins
across department to shift culture
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Analytics roadmap
High-level roadmap to implementing a data analytics strategy

Effort to Implement

Implementation

Planning

High

• Establish working group
• Assess capability and technology
gaps
• Review audit plan and identify pilots
• Realize measurable “quick wins”
• Build awareness and celebrate
success
• Develop business case

•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete data analytics strategy
Obtain funding
Embed across the audit plan
Roll-out training across core team
Implement tools and infrastructure
Conduct repeatable analytics
projects
• Report quantified impact/benefits

Transformation

• Incorporate into risk
assessment and audit
planning process
• Roll-out self service analytics
training to key stakeholders
Increase of data feeds, ETL
process evolvement
• Start of continuous monitoring
/ automated auditing

Low
Short

PwC

Duration of Time

Long`
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Polling question #4
What is driving your case for change?
a) Stakeholder expectations
b) Regulatory landscape

c) Talent development
d) Relationships
e) Audit-business partnership

f)

PwC

Other
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Lessons learned
 It’s not about the tool
 Start simple and don’t underestimate the complexity

 Analytics is an iterative process
 Need strong support
 Relationships and reputation are crucial
 Don’t underestimate change

PwC
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Contact information
Jason Pett
US Internal Audit Leader
PwC
410.659.3380
jason.pett@us.pwc.com
Brian Brown
Principal, US Risk Assurance Innovation Center
PwC
813.348.6643
brian.brown@us.pwc.com

John Sabatini
Principal, Data Analytics
PwC
646.471.0335
john.a.sabatini@us.pwc.com
Vikas Agarwal
Managing Director, Data Analytics
PwC
646.471.7958
vikas.k.agarwal@us.pwc.com
Duncan Barnard
Managing Director, Data Analytics
PwC
617.530.5884
duncan.barnard@us.pwc.com
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Thank you!
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